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Johnnie Watson, the Laughing Cavalier – 12th in the 2015 Montane Spine Race 
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Notes from the Editor: 
 
It’s been a while and my apologies for the lengthy hiatus between issues but welcome all to the 
latest edition of the Sheepsheet, Calder Valley Fell Runner’s periodic glimpse into the weird 
and wonderful world of fell running, adventure racing, and outdoor self-flagellation in general.  
 
All of us enjoy some of those, but one man has demonstrated remarkable fortitude in all three 
at once. It’s been a while since he did it, and my apologies to Johnnie in particular for the 
lateness of this edition hitting the shelves. His monumental achievement should have been 
heralded much sooner, but a fanfare is a fanfare, and let’s all blow our bugle to our very own 
Johnnie Watson for his magnificent 12th place in Montane’ Spine Race. The race is labelled as 
Britain’s Most Brutal Race, so by my reckoning that makes Johnny the 12th most brutal man 
in Britain – GRRRRRRR!!!! Not bad for a nurse from Pye Nest! Well done Johnny, and not all 
of it in borrowed kit either! Johnnie tells us more of his odyssey up central England later.  
 
Recent months, as always, have seen superb performances and achievements from numerous 
club members, some of which are featured here for your enjoyment. We have seen the stellar 
progression of Ben Mounsey into an international-class runner, which in turn has guaranteed 
him residency on the back pages of the local sporting press. Again, well done Ben, it’s been a 
pleasure to report on your heroics and nobody deserves it more due to your graft, skill and 
determination. That phone call from Salomon can’t be far away.  
 
Linda - Queen of The Murgatrons has also been up to her usual stuff with some fantastic 
endurance performances, culminating in a superb 9th place (106th overall) at the gruelling 
Montane Lakeland 100. What’s next for Linda is anyone’s guess as she continues to chalk off 
some of Europe’s toughest assignments, and she too has elevated herself into the upper 
echelons of endurance running.  
 
At the club’s Winter Handicap in wintry February, a memorable race was won by Shap’s Dan 
Biggs, who held off a valiant challenge from Iain Powell to claim the coveted crown, much to 
his delight and relief. A very popular winner and a perfect symbiosis of athletic ability and 
Bill’s mathematical wizardry.  
 
Bill himself has taken time away from his Casio FX81 and had another crack at Scotland’s 
Ramsey Round to add to his enviable CV. It was pills, thrills and bellyaches as he tried to bury 
the ghosts of efforts-past. Read all about it later on.  
 
Alistair Morris, King of the Jungle, Crocodile Wrestler and graveyard rustler extraordinaire 
has achieved much this year, but for me nothing betters his flawless display on home soil in 
Simon Bourne’s winter night score out of Heptonstall. Having taken part myself and made a 
complete hash of it, I can vouch first-hand for Alistair’s text-book display of perfect virtuosity. 
It was brilliant and I shall forever be in awe of it. He showed a strong field a very clean pair of 
heels.  
 
Speaking of Simon, he demonstrated his distance prowess with an emphatic win at John 
Lloyd’s Calderdale Way Ultra (I think setting a new record in the process, John can you 
confirm?) and he remains one of the country’s finest amateurs at the long stuff.  
 
In Meet Your Team Mate, we are graced by CVFR’s very own Jonathan & Jennifer Hart, 
Charlotte Wetton and Toby Sydes, who tell us about life together and their shared love of fell 
running. One is a poet and one is a trained chef – a heady mix indeed…..talk about hiding 
lights under bushels you two! 
 
Club veteran Bod Riley tells us of his Wadsworth Trog run, still justifiably regarded as one of 
the toughest races in the calendar and one that can throw up all sorts of challenges in the 



variable weather. John gives us a charming account of his race, plus a Yorkshireman’s anguish 
at having to part with £7.  
 
We've some fascinating insights into heart rate performance with Iain Glendinning, who cuts 
through the mystery as to what it all means.  
 
Oh, and Rod Sutcliffe having run just about everything there is to run, ran for Parliament too. 
 
I’m sure there’s plenty more to mention and apologies if I’ve missed some truly noteworthy 
performances. Feel free to drop me a line, or even better, feel freer to write about it and send 
it over for a guaranteed insertion in the next edition.  
 
As always, any typos, errors, formatting glitches etc are mine and thanks as usual to those 
who’ve made the effort to contribute. Without you there is no Sheepsheet. All Woodentops 
photos are courtesy of the mighty Woodheads, recent recipients of British Empire Medals, to 
go nicely with their CVFR Associate Membership.  
 
Jim Mosley 
 
Anyway, here we go….. 
 
 
 
 

The Spine Race 2015       by Johnnie Watson 

 

The spine race is a single stage foot race up the whole length of the Pennine way, its 270 miles 
in length with 11,760 m total climb. This was the fourth year of the race which is always held 
in January to put added pressure on runners. I entered this year and placed 12th out of 100 
starters, with only 21 completing the full course. Here are a few thoughts from the comfort of 
a week after the finish. 
 
PREPARATION 
 I recced the whole route in sections, at night, from summer 2014 onwards. The longest recce 
leg was the last 100 miles from Dufton, which I did with full kit and camped a couple of times. 
It took me 48 hours and I was knackered at the end. This was a good wake up call for me as it 
showed that it would be a different race from the long stuff I had done before (mainly 100 
milers). Recceing gave me the long miles for training, I didn’t follow any plan just went 
running when I could during the build-up. I read a lot of blogs which mainly said don’t go too 
fast and don’t sleep at check points. The blogs from people that DNFed were more useful. A 
Guardian journalist pulled out last year because he was intimidated by Pen Y Gent!!! 
 
SLEEP STRATAGY 
 Didn’t know what to do so took enough kit in my drop bag to give me options. I ended up 
Sleeping for an hour at Hebden then 4 at Hawes. I could sleep anymore because I was too 
wired and eager to get going. I had a good 5 hours at Middleton and 4 at Alston. However the 
race was held due to weather as I was getting ready to leave Alston on the Wednesday morning 
so I spent the next 25 sleeping and eating. After the restart I had a 3 hour nap at Bellingham. 
I never felt too tired to continue and had no hallucinations. I think things would have been 
different if the race wasn’t held. 
 
WEATHER 
 It was very windy from the start for the first 2 days, with wind and rain on the Sunday night. 
Luckily it was in my back or from the left side most of the way, although it made things a little 
grim it didn’t slow things down too much. Monday was ok with a cold night. When I left 



Middleton CP on Wednesday morning it was fantastically clear and still, with a cracking 
sunrise. It was cold all day with lots of snow over towards Highcup nick and more on Cross fell 
and down to Garrigil. The storm that the race was halted for was very noisy but everyone was 
too busy sleeping and eating to pay much attention. Another storm came in on the Thursday 
afternoon when I was just heading north from Hadrian ’s Wall. It was wet and windy but had 
started to blow itself out by the time I got to Bellingham. From early Friday morning it was dry 
and I was treated to “good” weather for my leg over the Cheviot Hills, It was cold and icy but I 
was treated to a cracking sunset as I came down from the Schil (last hill). 
PACE 
I treated it as a fast walk with steady trotting of selected flat and downhill sections. The 
temptation to run too much early on was ever present. But after my recceing I knew I didn’t 
have that type of fitness in me. My strategy was to keep going, make no navigation mistakes, 
be slick in the Cps to maximise sleep time. Eat and drink lots and keep warm. 
 
 
KIT 
 The things that performed well were, a pair or neoprene gloves (from Ian Symington) they 
kept my hands ward and “dry” even in the windy cold rain.  A pair of  size 10.5 Salomon 
fellraiser with two pair of insoles. I take size 8.5, I just took one pair of insoles out after half 
way when my feet had swollen enough. I had no blisters ( however my feet were in shit state 
at the finish). A woolpower 200 weight baselayer, wore it continuously. Would add another 
layer if it was cold. Only had 3 layers on once, on Sunday night. I wore my waterproof top and 
bottoms all the time. A pair of clear workman’s glasses from Screwfix that I wore all the time. 
Luckily, as a few people got withdrawn due to wind blindness. 
 
HIGH/ LOW POINT 
My high point was Tuesday, after leaving Middleton. Great sunrise, cold clear day. Lots of 
snow, fantastic stars at night. And I saw only one runner all day. 
Low point was the race being held for the whole of Wednesday. It just leaves too many 
questions about how things would have been if the race was continuous. Tiredness, fatigue, 
pace, mood etc. would all have been very different. 
 
THOUGHTS 
 It’s not a race that you have to be superfast to compete in. You can do well if you keep up a 
sensible pace, look after yourself and your feet, eat and sleep effectively. You have to do all 
through a northern English winter which means you have to be prepared to endure hardship, 
how much hardship depends on how well you want to do. It’s not cheap to enter but you will 
get your money’s worth if you complete it. The organisation is pretty full on. I plan on having 
another go in a couple of years. 



Me at the finish line, luckily it’s at a pub. 
 

Kit List 

WORN 

Salomon Fellraiser Size 10.5 (I am 8.5 in inov8), Vasily orthopaedic insoles (Thanks Joe 

Washington). 3mm inov8 insoles (taken out when feet sufficiently swollen) 

Inov8 running gaiters 

Sealskinz knee length socks. Merino lined. 

Various running tights, None were winter tights particularly. 

Woolpower 200 base layer (fantastic) with thin decathlon wool mix base layer also worn when 

cold and Aclima hotwool crew neck worn over both, once (on decent from Cross Fell) 

Woolpower balaclava worn continuously. Merino/ possum fur double thickness beanie 

(bought from Ray Mears) worn once, (Cross Fell) 

CVFR Buff worn continuously. 

Neoprene gloves when wet and windy, Extremities windy lite gloves when just windy. 

Merino/ possum fur gloves and extremities tuffbag Gore-Tex mitts when cold (crossfell) 

Berghaus paclite trousers and Berghaus Suilven XCR jacket (10 years old but robust, roomy 

with good hood) both worn continuously. 



Uvex wraparound safety glasses, clear but 100% UV (bought from Screwfix, an absolute life 

saver) 

CARRIED 

OMM Adventure light 20 backpack, waterproof liner. 

Harvey’s Pennine Wway strip maps, spare Footprint Pennine Way maps, compass. 

Merino long johns (never worn) 

Cumulus Ultralight 350 sleeping bag, Alpkit Hunka bivvy bag (never used) 

Thin duo mat type sleeping mat swapped to Thermarest after Hawes (just in case) 

MSR pocket rocket, jet boil winter fuel, titan kettle.(never used) Alpkit spork. 

4 dehydrated meals (1000 calories each) only ate 3 all race. 

Garmin GPS (from Ian Symington) used occasionally. 

One filter water bottle one ordinary.(never had to take water from streams) 

Med kit.(Pretty comprehensive but only used some paracetamol) 

Blister kit (Kinesio tape, zinc oxide tape and duoderm) 

Cheap ice grips for trainers.(rubbish but light, never used) 

Mobile phone, £100 cash. Petzl myo xp headlamp, energiser lithium batteries. 

Food- sweets, nuts, chocolate bars, muesli bars, pork scratchings, shock blocs, peperami, 

crisps, shortbread, mini cheddars etc. 

DROP BAG |(thanks Jackie) 

Terra nova laser (never used) 

Walking poles with snow baskets (never used) Thanks Mark O'Conner 

Katoola mini spikes (never used) 

Spare trainers, More miles Cheviot 2 and inov8 mudclaws (never used) Crocs 

Spare clothes, food, maps, compass, 

Down jacket (never used) 

Big med and foot kit. 

Shower/ wash kit/ Hai Karate  

 

 

BOD'S TROG 2015       by John Riley 

 

Having decided I didn’t do enough training and definitely not enough racing last year I had 

this idea to choose a selection of races in 2015 to get me back into the routine. The fact that I 

can’t be bothered to drive too far any more made me look at the races which are held in 

Calderdale. 

 



I compiled a list of 24 races spread throughout the year and decided this was my personal 

championship. Having done Giant’s Tooth on New Year’s Day that was it, I’d started. Next it's 

the Wadsworth Trog. Having not done much in the way of mileage lately this one had come a 

bit early in the year as I didn’t feel fit to do 20 miles. 

 

But it had to be done! If I missed a race the whole plan would fall apart, especially as I had 

only just started. The first difficult part of the race was parting with £7 for the pre-entry fee, 

although Thirza didn’t seem concerned about taking it off me. 

 

So the plan was just to finish the race. Take it steady, careful on the snow and ice, no falls. 

Don’t worry if you’re last, a slow time is always better than a DNF!!!  It was a new route and 

although I hadn’t reccied the new sections I was not too worried, I can read a map, and it was 

a bit shorter, just over 19 miles, so that was a bonus. 

 

I got Vicky to drop me off on the day so I didn’t have to worry about parking or trying to drive 

home in knackered state. It was busy at the Old Town Cricket Club but all was organised 

beautifully as usual. It was Simon’s first year as organiser and he was doing great. 

 

I checked in and got my number, then went to kit check to prove I had spent £80 on a pair of 

taped seam pants that I’ll probably never wear, and a route map which I just remembered I 

couldn’t read because I had forgotten my glasses. Never mind all was OK so I was ready to go. 

I chatted to one or two people as we milled around for a while, then we were ushered to the 

start. 

 

Thankfully the new route meant we just set off up onto the moor instead of going halfway down 

to Hebden Bridge and back up the fields before passing the Cricket Club again like we did in 

previous years. Although hopefully I would be seeing those fields later. About 150 of us 

crammed into the narrow lane and waited in anticipation. 

 

Then we were off! I had made the mistake of being somewhere in the middle so I had about 

half the runners pass me in the first half mile. That made me realise how slow I was. Old ladies 

with zimmers were passing me and they weren’t even in the race. 

 

Eventually I got to High Brown Knoll trig point and Checkpoint 1. I hadn’t been up here for a 

while and noticed it had been re-painted since it went crazy blue last summer and was now 

white again. A quick look back and I could see a couple of runners a little way behind me. I 

guessed they must be the sweepers.  

 



 
Looking back to Dean Head Reservoirs 

 

Heading off down to Checkpoint 2 by the Dean Head reservoirs I started making ground on a 

couple of girls and thought I might get past them and not be last. No such luck, they left me 

for dead on the next climb up to the catchwater drain. Never mind, keep plodding to 

Checkpoint 3 at the edge Warley Moor Reservoir. 

 

Following the fence I battled on to Checkpoint 4 at Cock Hill where I had a quick chat with 

Dave and Eileen Woodhead, the Woodentops photographers. I asked them if they liked the 

certificate they had been presented with the previous week making them Associate members 

of CVFR. Dave said he wasn’t sure they deserved the honour, to which I replied they did, and 

their work was much appreciated amongst us fell runners. Eileen said the certificate had pride 

of place in their lounge. 

 

Then it was down the track towards Haworth Old Road but I noticed the two girls who were 

ahead of me had stayed on the track past where you need to cross the stream to your left. I 

whistled and got their attention and pointed the way they should go. 

 

Even though I had pointed them in the right direction it did allow me to get ahead of them. 

After Checkpoint 5 at the bottom of the hill there was a road section, firstly down then up the 

other side where I was reduced to walking pace for a while. It eventually became a track and 

over the Top O’Stairs where the old race route used to go across from Cock Hill to Top Withins. 

Then it was a tricky snowy and icy descent down the other side as far as the drain and then left 

along the drain side to the next checkpoint.  

 



 
Looking ahead to Top Withins from Harbour Hill 

 

I was a bit confused as Checkpoint 6 was a bit sooner than I expected but Andy was marshalling 

and pointed me towards the pin-punch so that was good enough for me. Then off into 

unchartered territory around Harbour Lodge following the path around Harbour Hill and 

Crumber Hill before finally joining the Pennine Way and up to the halfway point at Top 

Withins and Checkpoint 7. 

 

This section was where following the previous runners footprints was most important and they 

helped me stay on the correct path, as in all my years of fell running I had never been on this 

part of the moor before. But once on familiar ground at Top Withins I was happy again, mainly 

because by some miracle  the marshalls had managed to save a few jelly babies so took a couple 

and left a few as I knew that the two girls were still behind me. 

 



 
Looking back to Top Withins 

 

The route now follows the Pennine Way down to the Walshaw Dean reservoirs then cuts up 

the hill and over High Rakes before dropping again as far as Walshaw and Checkpoint 8 and a 

few more jelly babies. Thanks lads!  

 

Around Horodiddle I had trouble getting past a group of Scouts who were out hiking. They 

seemed to be able to walk faster than I could run. The two girls were catching me up as I 

struggled to keep up even a jogging pace and they finally regained their rightful place when 

they passed me on the climb to  Checkpoint 9 on Shackleton Knoll. They were obviously aware 

I was struggling and asked if I was OK. I said I was alright and would just plod on, and off they 

went. 

 



 
Lumb Falls 

 

I managed a bit of a jog on the descent to Lumb Falls in Crimsworth Dean, over the little bridge 

then struggled up the walled path to meet Haworth Old Road once again, then it was up the 

grassy moor to Checkpoint 10 on Keighley Road. Here I was kindly given as much water as I 

could get down.  

 

Then I was seen safely across the road and off I went up the hill to Naze End.  As I looked up I 

could see the two girls hesitating at the top and looking back. I suspect they were checking I 

was still moving. Then it was along the flat moor top to High Brown Knoll trig for the second 

time in what surely couldn’t be the same day, it seemed so long since I was here! Now it was 

called Checkpoint 11, and I guzzled a load more water and jelly babies.  

 

Then I trundled off past the stone stoop and down towards the air shaft in Dimmin Dale.  I 

made a bit of a cock-up here and missed the path I usually take at this point and it cost me a 

couple of minutes which wasn’t important, but it cost me energy that I was rapidly running 

out of, in order to cut across the snowy heather to get back on the right path. 

 



 
The stone stoop near High Brown Knoll 

 

I left the air shaft behind and could see the two girls in the distance as we all headed towards 

Sheep Stones trig and Checkpoint 12. I had been told varying stories at checkpoints along the 

way as to how many runners were behind me, as many as four at one point, but usually two or 

three.  However it was confirmed now that there was just one runner, Reg from Tod Harriers 

somewhere behind me so I definitely wasn’t last. I must keep up the effort and stay ahead. I 

looked across the hillside and could see the mill at Oldtown and knew I would be running past 

it soon but it still looked a long way away. 

 

 

Now it's downhill for a while, across Heights Road, down the fields, then the very tricky icy, 

snowy walled path to meet the road at Sandy Gate and finally through the trees to the bridge 

at Wood End and the final clipper at Checkpoint 13. Nearly done now, just the cruel climb up 

the fields. I started this climb at the same time as an old lady who was walking her dog, but I 

was soon left behind. I looked back over the valley and the sun was low in the sky. I thought 

next year I’d better carry my headtorch. 



 
The view across the valley from the final climb up the fields 

 

Eventually I was trotting up the track between the mill and the cricket club and wondering if 

anyone would be waiting to check me in at the finish. Then it was through the gate into the 

cricket field and it all came flooding back to me. The cruellest bit of the whole race. I could see 

the timekeepers at the finish. Three lovely ladies, surely they would take pity on a knackered 

old bugger like me? But no, they simply confirmed I had to run a complete circuit of the field 

before I could finish. Before the start I had thought it was quite a small field but it had grown 

dramatically in the last few hours, it was now bigger than The Oval. It felt like it added about 

20 minutes to my time!! But never mind, I had finished and that’s all that mattered, and I 

wasn’t last. 

 

It had been, as always, well organised. The marshalling was brilliant, the flagging was brilliant, 

even the weather was brilliant. The fact that Tod Harriers had somebody slower than me was 

brilliant. Although one year when I’m not running or marshalling I would really like to see the 

prize giving. 

 

Thanks to you all for your patience. 

 

John (Bod) Riley 

 



 
Approaching Checkpoint 4 at Cock Hill- (©Woodentops) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CVFR Meet Your Team Mate 
 
Name: Charlotte Wetton  
 
Age: 31  
 
From originally: Shropshire, via East Yorkshire 
 
Lives now: Hebden Bridge 
 
Home life: Two's company... 
 
Occupation: Regional 
Volunteer Manager  
 
When & why did you join 
Calder Valley: 2011  
 
How did you get into fell 
running: I'd always done 
moderate exercise, gyms etc, 
but had no particular interest 
in running. We saw the 
Heptonstall Fell Race 
advertised and as it was a 
nice day we thought we'd 
walk up and watch them set 
off and come back in. And 
everyone looked like they 
were having the best time ever! I thought, I wish I could do that. Then a few weeks later Calder 
Valley ran the 'have a go' session and I haven't stopped since. 
 
Highlights of your fell running career so far: Loads! A highlight for me was my first 'big' race 
outside the Calder Valley - almost the Lakes - Weasdale. I'd never run 8 miles and knew it 
would be a real challenge, I was also worried about getting lost because when you're that slow 
there's no one else to follow! There were three people slower than me and when I finished I 
realised two of them were sweepers and the other one was a vet 80! I got back minutes before 
the men's race set off, just in time to give Toby the whistle - we only had one between us at that 
point! I must have ran one of the slowest ever times but I was so proud I'd got round and hadn't 
walked at all.  
Other highlights were my first ever fell race, Stoodley Pike, with arm-twisting, I mean 
encouragement, from Hannah Dobson. I got a 'first race' prize of a four-pack of Strongbow. 
'You've obviously joined a classy sport' my friends said. Another one was during the 
Heptonstall Festival race last summer - overtaking people downhill through the woods and 
one guy saying to his mate "that's the way to descend'.  
 
Best result so far: Flowerscar 2013, I'd been doing gait analysis with Graham and those elbows 
were really working! 
 
Favourite race(s) and why: I really like the Hebden Bridge race because it's got a bit of 
everything, woodland, farmland, moor, bog, plus I love the obstacle course scramble up the 
bank! And those Tuesdays slogging over Erringdon finally pay off as you overtake people over 
the bog. 
 

Charlotte (right) on the climb up to High Brown Knoll - Heptonstall Festival Race 



Least favourite race and why: Coiners race - though only because I had a disastrous race last 
year, I hadn't done that much over the winter, I wasn't as fit as I thought I was and found out 
the hard way. 
 
Preferred sort of distance and why: because I'm quite slow I either like really short where I put 
the effort in and concentrate on technique - so 5 miles and under or over 12 miles where I can 
trot round and enjoy it. I find it very difficult to keep the pace up over a 7 or 8 mile race. 
 
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: Porridge every time. 
 
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: innov8 mud claw - why wear anything else!? 
 
Fave piece of kit and why: my OMM running jacket, totally waterproof and so light. I put it on 
in the hail on the top of Harter Fell recently and felt like I'd put my pyjamas on, it's so snug. 
 
What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: Tissues, 
I've nearly perfected the hawk 'n' snort method but it's just not the same as a Kleenex. 
 
Favourite local fell race boozer and why: Probably The Cross at Heptonstall because it feels 
like my local but I love the views at The Shepherds Rest.  
 
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: That time Rod ran straight into a black cow 
in the dark on a Tuesday night was pretty funny. The time I probably most made other people 
laugh was one of my first night runs, before I bought a decent head torch. We were running on 
a pot-holed lane just below Midgley Moor and due to running with about 2 lumens I didn't see 
the five foot long pot hole filled with water ahead of me, tripped on the edge and went headlong 
into it - from vertical to horizontal. It was exactly the right length and depth for me to be fully 
submersed in, I staggered out with even my hair wet. 
 
Most respected opponent: I don't really have one, I just run my own race. One woman at a race 
once said to me 'you're a great pacer to run behind' I think that was a compliment.... 
 
Clubmate(s) you most admire: Anyone who trains every day! 
 
Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: Enjoy it. If you don't enjoy it 
you'll give up. And spend money on a good head torch. 
 
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: The ultra distance runners like 
Wendy Dodds for their psychological strength to keep going, and the amount of training and 
preparation they put in. 
 
Sporting heroes and why: Mo Farah, for not believing people when they told him he was as 
good as he was going to get. He went off to train in Kenya instead and proved them all wrong 
at the Olympics. 
 
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: what career?  
 
What things do you like most about fell running: my favourite thing is when we're out on a 
Tuesday night in the summer, pootling along and we get to a downhill - probably Wicken Hill 
- and suddenly we're seized by downhill giddiness and all us sensible adults start charging 
down as fast as we can, arms flailing, whooping like ten year olds, just for the hell of it. 
 
What things would you change, if anything: I'd like to see more women involved and more 
women racing. It might help if female winners were given their due respect, like equal prizes 
and equal mentions in bulletins, rather than as an after-thought. 



 
Other sports played and to what level: I mountain bike though the bridleway down to the Blue 
Pig still defeats me and I love squash for its speed and energy, though I'm pretty bad at that 
too! If anyone else who lacks co-ordination wants to play at MCC let me know. 
 
When not fell running, what do you like to do: I'm into my Arts, reading, poetry, going to 
modern dance, spoken word nights, art house film, that sort of thing. 
 
Tell us something(s) of interest about you: I've visited prisons in Latvia and Denmark. 
 
Goals for next 12 months: To keep up! 
 
  
 

CVFR Meet Your Team Mate 
 

 
Name: Toby Sydes 
 
Age: 46 
 
From originally: Sheffield before that somewhere down south. 
 
Lives now: Hebden Bridge.   
 
Home life: Me and Charlotte with occasional 
visits from my number 1 daughter Abbie. 
 
Occupation: Currently Teaching English and 
other miscellaneous subjects from time to time. 
 
When & why did you join Calder Valley: In 
March 2011 we watched the first Heptonstall fell 
race start and at around the same time a 
conversation took place between Jo Marshall 
and Charlotte’s mum. This led to us coming to a 
beginner’s session at CVFR which we enjoyed 
immensely especially Al Whitelaw running in 
plimsolls but not the wheezing. Then Hannah 
persuaded us to run Stoodley Pike Race. We 
were hooked. 
 
How did you get into fell running: As above. 
Although I used enjoyed the occasional trot out 
around Derbyshire from Sheffield, I had no idea 
that it was fell running or that fell running existed until I moved to Hebden. Dark Peak passed 
me by, if only… 
 
Highlights of your fell running career so far: Winning the Handicap championship. 2013. 
 
Best result so far: I’m overjoyed if I finish in the top half of a race and do quite well in the score 
events with Rachael but 15th in the Midsummer Madness series was quite good. 
 
Favourite race(s) and why: Langdale – lots of peaks, tarns, tricky rocks, stunning scenery, a 
waist deep boggy bit and a great finish. 

Toby (left) battling away with K&C stalwart Dick 
Ballentine at Tom Tittiman 



 
Least favourite race and why: Maesgwm Muddle – too steep lots of walking 
 and rain. 
 
Preferred sort of distance and why: About 7 miles as I seem to do better in the medium races 
and my legs don’t suffer. Although, I am getting into the longer stuff. 
 
Breakfast & routine on race-mornings: Usually porridge or Jordan’s Crunchie for breakfast 
and a coffee, although I have recently experimented with Yerbe matte tea with lemon and lime 
juice, coconut water and dates. Not sure it made much difference. Actually the dates are good 
to eat on a long race almost all glucose and they don’t give you stomach ache like the gels. I 
Try and get to the race in time for a little warm up. 
 
What fell shoe(s) do you wear and why: Innovate Mudclaw 265 because they work and are 
comfortable.  
Fave piece of kit and why: Mmmm, I love a good buff. But this year probably sealskin socks 
for keeping my feet warm and dry on Tuesday night runs in the snow, rain and bogs. 
 
What race essentials (other than FRA mandatory stuff) do you carry in your bum bag: Drugs 
if something hurts (Ibuprofen). 
 
Favourite local fell race boozer and why: Shoulder of Mutton – often in there on a Tuesday 
after running. 
Tell us a funny story about a fell running incident: For our first run in the lakes we chose the 
new Turner Landscape as it was a club championship race. Well I did and I managed to 
convince Charlotte to run it as well. We were quite nervous about it so we decided to be uber 
organized and stay at the lovely looking Turner Hall Farm campsite the night before. That way 
we could get a good nights sleep (a good night’s sleep camping? I know!) and have the race on 
our doorstep.   
We set off Friday night, after work and packing, stuck the postcode in the satnav and arrived 
in Seathwaite at about 10:30pm, looking for the campsite. Unfortunately it was nowhere to be 
found. Fortunately, we saw a couple of chaps wearing head torches, pouring over a map in the 
back of a transit and asked them if they knew where the farm was. One of them replied, “Oh 
are you doing Turner Landscape?”  
“Yes” I replied. my confidence boosted by the knowledge of finding another runner. Soon be 
settled down in the tent. 
“You’re in the wrong Seathwaite,” came the shattering reply. “It’s about two hours from here 
over the tops”  
“Oh sh**t.” Naturally I blamed Charlotte for the navigational error and knackered by this point 
we decided to stay where we were, paid the drunk farm lads at the nearest gate and pitched 
the tent.  
We got up at the time we would have left Hebden originally to drive over the Lakeland passes 
to the start of the race. It ‘turnered’ out all right in the end as we did reasonably well in the 
race.  
Another funny moment was when a certain CVFR member went up to collect a fell running 
prize at a race only to be told over the microphone to the assembled crowd, “I’m ever so sorry, 
Mr …er… but you haven’t actually won a prize.” Insisting his name had been read out the 
organizer double-checked his list, “ Er no Mr…er… your name is not on the list.” Awkwardly 
he walked away. 
 
Most respected opponent: Dave Culpan – he just keeps on going usually past me. 
 
Clubmate(s) you most admire: Charlotte, oh you mean in a running sense? You’ve got to 
admire the top runners for the amount of training they do whilst holding down jobs and their 
consistency in races; and Gavin. Amazing how they keep going out the door – the hardest part 



I find.  But equally, the enthusiasts who love the club and encourage and facilitate the 
community of runners to keep running up those hills; and Mark. 
 
Do you have any tips for anyone setting out into Fell Running: Get out the door and most of 
all enjoy the pleasure of mud. Then try and enjoy being out of breath and lactic acid running 
up fell and, don’t think about rocks, tree roots and those steep drops when running down fell. 
All there is to it. 
 
Outside of CVFR, who do you most admire in fell running: Probably Ian Holmes and Wendy 
Dodds for their longevity at the top end of the sport. 
Sporting heroes and why: Steven Gerard a loyal and effective subject to Liverpool FC. Andy 
Murray for finally ending the British Champion drought at Wimbledon. 80’s heroes: Steve 
Ovett, Sebastian Coe (up until he became a Tory) Daly Thomson, Bjorn Borg, Martina 
Navratilova, Kenny Dalglish, and Ian Rush. 
 
Biggest influence of fell running career and why: Career?  It’s probably an accumulation of 
various chats to various people in various pubs after races especially Richard and Dave in The 
Shoulder. And training guru Mark Goldie of course! 
 
What things do you like most about fell running: Running free in wild places. 
What things would you change, if anything: My legs for a faster pair but otherwise turn up and 
run it’s pretty uncomplicated. Keep it the same. 
 
Other sports played and to what level: As a teenager, Football, Tennis, Badminton and table 
tennis at a with friends level. 
 
When not fell running, what do you like to do: Travelling, theatre, eating out, pubs, cinema, 
and watching TV. 
 
Tell us something(s) of interest about you: Many years ago I was a fully trained chef and I also 
acted and directed for twenty years in amateur and community theatre in Sheffield. 
 
Goals for next 12 months: Trying to recover some sort of form after hamstring problem. 
 
  
 
 

Heart-Rate and Training – What Does it Actually Mean?      

By Iain Glendinning  

Most runners will be aware that heart rate (HR) increases during exercise. Whether you have 

a Garmin, Polar, Apple watch or Suunto, the market is saturated with devices to track HR as 

we run. You may even hear training zones and suffer scores bandied around by serious Strava 

users; but what does any of it actually mean and how can it be used to make you faster? 

Let’s start with the basics – why is heart rate important? During exercise HR increases to 

help us deliver more oxygen and nutrients to the working muscles. Importantly, when we 



reach our maximum in terms of oxygen transport and delivery (called VO2max), we start 

producing more energy anaerobically, this will ultimately contribute to fatigue and thus HR, 

as a component of cardiac output (the volume of blood pumped by the heart per minute), has 

been strongly linked to our overall endurance performance [10].  

Therefore how fast or hard we can run at a specific HR is an indication of what is happening 

to us on a physiological, metabolic level, hence giving an indication of our performance status 

[1, 4]. This is by no means the best or only way though; it is worth pointing out that measures 

of blood lactate levels and exact measures of oxygen and carbon dioxide, amongst other 

factors, are far more precise and valid measures for predicting performance, though even 

Apple haven’t invented a device to measure those without using a full sport science lab yet! All 

in all, this means the percentage of our maximum HR is a pretty good way to judge how hard 

we are working during a run, which is really important in planning training sessions to get the 

physiological and performance improvements we want. 

So how do I use it? Most modern research suggests that endurance training is best split into 

low intensity high volume sessions and high intensity interval work on a ratio of 80:20 (low: 

high) [3, 7, 8, 9]. So if you train for 5 hrs per week (elite athletes usually train 10-13 hrs per 

week) 4 hrs should be low intensity and 1hr should be high intensity. In terms of HR, low 

intensity would be around 70% of your max and high intensity would be 90-100% of your max. 

Frequent and sufficient training at theses intensities has shown significant improvements in 

the body’s ability to uptake, transport and utilise oxygen, combining adaptations to our heart 

and blood as well as the muscle fibres themselves (details to follow in future editions?!) [1, 2, 

5, 6].  

But what is my max HR? You may have seen the 220 minus your age formula, but in real 

terms, your max HR, is just that, the highest you can get it! In order to estimate this, you need 

to measure it over a variety of sessions, for example; during some short, flat and fast runs, in 

hard and slightly longer intervals, doing some serious hill reps or an all-out sustained effort 

for half an hour on the fells! Once you have done some combination of this (three to five runs 



in total) you should have a good idea of how high your max. HR is and now you can work out 

your training % targets. PLEASE NOTE - as fellrunners it is assumed here you are healthy 

enough to put your body under such maximal stress, however if you have a history of illness, 

chest pains or a heart condition please speak to your GP before doing any kind of max. effort 

sessions.  

Now, to calculate training zones you need to find your HR reserve. For this you need your max. 

HR and your resting HR. To find your resting HR, check out your pulse every morning when 

you first wake up for a week, then take an average. Your HR reserve is the difference between 

the two. 

For example, let’s say your max. HR over a period of runs is 190 bpm (beats per minute) and 

your resting HR recorded over a week is 60 bpm, you therefore have a HR reserve of 130 bpm 

(max.HR 190 – rest.HR 60 = 130 bpm). To calculate your 70% training zone, you work out 

70% of your HR reserve and add this to your resting HR as per the example below: 

Max HR = 190 

Resting HR = 60 

HR reserve = 130 

70% of HR reserve = (130/100x70) 91 

70% target HR = resting HR (60) + 70% HR reserve (91) 

  =151 bpm 

Using the same calculations for 90%, the target HR would be 177bpm. So again using the 5 hrs 

of training example, 4 hrs training should be at around151 bpm and 1hr above 177 bpm.  

 

Is it really that simple? Well, no. You may find that on the fells, the nature of ups and downs 

means that even on steady runs, your HR creeps above 70% as an average, with it being 

significantly higher on some of the ups! So try to apply common sense, if you HR is a long way 

above or below your target as an average (most watches/strava have this function) then 

perhaps your pacing was slightly off. Interestingly, training in the middle zone (70-90%) has 



proved to be of little benefit in trained runners, though novice athletes may see some 

improvements [7, 8, 9].  

If you’ve read this and want a bit more advice, please feel free to drop me an email anytime.  
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Charlie Ramsay and Me: A Tale of Obsession   

 (…subtitled: “Well if it was easy it wouldn’t be worth doing…”) 

by Bill Johnson 

 

Ed: if Carlsberg did Ramsay Rounds, they’d probably copy Bill’s meticulous planning and 

attention to detail…. 

Ramsay Round history 

Back in 1978 two members of Lochaber AC, Charlie Ramsay and Bobby Shields, set off from 

Glen Nevis on a circuit of 24 Munros (a Scottish mountain over 3000’), with the aim of creating 

a 24-hour round to rival the Bob Graham Round. They based the circuit on Tranters Round, 

first recorded by Philip Tranter in 1964. Tranters is a sublime route over some of the most 

majestic mountains you will ever run over - the Mamores, Grey Corries, Aonachs, Carn Mor 

Dearg and finally Ben Nevis. 

 

Tranters Round is readily achievable in under 24 hours (or closer to 12 hours if your name is 

Stephen Pyke or Jasmin Paris), but Ramsay and Shields wanted to see if they could extend it 

by adding five more Munros and make it a serious 24-hour challenge. Bobby Shields didn’t 

make it round but Charlie Ramsay did, in 23hrs 58mins and the Charlie Ramsay Round was 

born. 

 

It is statistically similar to the Bob Graham Round – 60 miles with 28000’ of ascent – but 

there the similarity ends. When you go to the Lake District after being in our hills it is a step 

change in height and severity; and likewise when you go from the Lakes to the Scottish 

Highlands there is another step change in height and severity. On the BGR you are generally 

ticking off tops regularly, some with only limited ascent or distance required. On the CRR the 

tops arrive less often, and all with a major climb and descent. 



 

However I think the biggest difference is the terrain… a lot of the RR is on rough, rocky ground 

or pathless mountainsides. 

 

It was 

originally done 

anti-clockwise, 

ending on Ben 

Nevis, but it is 

more common 

now for 

attempts to go 

clockwise in 

order to get the 

biggest 

mountains out 

of the way first. 

Although the 

round does not 

cross any 

roads in its 

entire route, 

there are two 

places where 

supporters can 

reasonably get 

in – though the second of these still requires a fair hike to get there! So the round is generally 

split into three sections: Glen Nevis to Fersit, Fersit to Loch Eilde Mor and from there back to 

Glen Nevis. The remoteness and the length of the sections makes support difficult and 

committing. 

 

Since Charlie in 1978, a mere 80 or so people have achieved the Ramsay Round. 

 

First Encounters 

In 1998, when I was still fairly new to fellrunning, Anne and I supported three Macclesfield 

Harriers (my running club in those days) on their Ramsay Rounds. Richard Calder, Geoff 

Pettengell and Craig Harwood are numbers 18-20 on the finishers list. I remember Craig 

sprinting down the road at the end, eyeballs on stalks, to get in in time… 23:56 he finished in. 

There seem to have been a lot of people over the years getting in with just minutes to spare. 

 

I remember being amazed at those mountains: nature at its grandest. The memories have 

stuck with me ever since. One day I wanted to come back and cover them all. Two years later 

"What time do the pubs open round here Mike?" 



I did the Bob Graham Round, and since then supported 

on many BGR and Paddy Buckley rounds, but it would 

be a while before I turned back to the Ramsay Round - 

a young family and other priorities took preference. 

 

Anne’s doomed attempt 2009 

After setting the Bob Graham and Paddy Buckley 

round records many years before, Anne had to have 

both Achilles tendons operated on and her legs in 

plaster which prevented her completing the set by 

doing the Ramsay Round. 

 

In 2009 it was finally time for her to put that right. She 

still held the BGR and PBR records, and would have got 

the full set (as Nicky Spinks has now) if she had broken 

the CRR record, and I think she would have – Anne 

reckons she was even fitter for this attempt than when 

she set the other records. And I can vouch for her 

steadfast determination! 

 

But tragedy fell. Driving to the 4am scheduled start with Alistair Morris, Jason Stevens and 

Mary Gillie in the car as first leg support, we came across the scene of an accident on the way. 

No-one else there – the driver had careered off the road into a field, his car flipping over. 

Tragically he died. 

 

Of course we had to wait for the ambulance and police. We were interviewed to see if perhaps 

we had caused the accident (we hadn’t of course – it had been before we got there). By the time 

that was over it was a few hours later and no-one’s heart was in it anyway. So we turned round 

and headed back. Went for a run up one of the mountains the next morning then headed home, 

subdued. 

 

Anne didn’t get as fit again, then a couple of years later had her knees operated on, and that 

was the opportunity gone forever. Still, she is now enthused by swimming and triathlon 

instead, so onwards and upwards (though maybe not so much upwards!) But my desire to do 

the round had not diminished. 

 

Attempt one 2012 

For four or five years from about 2007, Anne and I had reccied the route many times, often 

splitting it into three days and stopping in lodges or using the train to get back to the start. In 

that time I supported another successful round (Jon Chapman) and an unsuccessful ones for 

Bill Williamson. 

 

Anne & Bill - a formidable duo 



So in July 2012 I set off on my own attempt, with Lee Shimwell, Rod Sutcliffe, Linda 

Murgatroyd, Barbara Lonsdale, Jon Underwood, Bill Williamson, Yiannis Tridimas and Anne 

as support. The first section is such a long, tough one to support on that I split it into two, but 

Lee still did the whole section – albeit skipping tops and reappearing at random points during 

the second part! 

 

I felt fit and was going well – better than on any of my later attempts – but by the end of the 

first section started developing stomach problems. I climbed strongly at the start of the second 

section but then my stomach got worse – waves of nausea cramping me up and forcing me to 

walk. By Loch Eilde Mor (two-thirds of the way round) I knew that I would only be able to 

walk slowly for the final section and had no hope of getting round in 24 hours - I abandoned 

the attempt at the loch after 15 hours. 

 

I felt so guilty that I 

had let people down, 

that I vowed that any 

further attempt 

would be minimalist. 

 

Attempt two 2012 

In the aftermath of 

that first attempt, Dr 

Rod recommended I 

try Buscopan and 

some other pills to 

keep my stomach 

settled. From the 

weekend after the 

attempt we spent a 

fortnight back in 

Scotland on our 

summer holidays 

with our friends from Ullapool. I started taking the pills, and at the end of the holiday sprung 

a surprise on Anne that I had been contemplating all fortnight – having another go at it before 

we came home. 

 

We bought hill food in Fort William, and I set off solo on the first leg. The minimalist plan was 

that our Ullapool friend Paul Driver would meet me at Fersit and accompany me on the second 

section, and Anne would accompany me on the third. 

 

Unfortunately, I didn’t even complete the second section, abandoning the attempt on Chno 

Dearg after 12 hours. The pills didn’t make any difference in stopping my stomach problems, 

nor did drinking just water and eating very plain food. In addition, doing the first section solo 

really sapped my strength – although I was fit, three weeks since the previous attempt was not 

enough time to recover. 

Our Supreme Leader deep in thought..... 



 

Attempt three 2014 

These stomach problems were so frustrating – I’d not had any issues on the Bob Graham 

Round a decade earlier, so they’d developed since then. Researching solutions and 

experimenting with what worked for me I found that cutting out fibre in my diet for 24 hours 

before a long run reduced the problems, and so did having more savoury food (egg butties and 

boiled potatoes) on the hill. 

 

By the summer of 2014 I felt really good, leading up to a third place at the Saunders Klets and 

then going round the Tranters with John Minta’s company. So in August I arranged a last 

minute attempt on the Ramsay, with John Minta, Phil Scarf, Rod Sutcliffe, Mike Wardle and 

Barbara Lonsdale as support. 

 

But I don’t think I was really fit enough – my foundation wasn’t sufficient. And I started getting 

the same old stomach problems before the end of the first section. 

 

On the remote slopes of Beinn na Lap in the middle of the night I had a conversation with 

Anne on Mike’s mobile phone. She tried to keep me going, but I knew that I wasn’t going to. I 

was slower than I’ve ever been getting to the end of that section, all I wanted to do was collapse, 

but Mike and Rod kept me from dropping. 

 

When we eventually got to Barbara at Loch Eilde Mor, I had a cup of warm tea. Two minutes 

later I was sick several times, but then that seemed to sort my stomach out - the waves of 

nausea that I had been suffering stopped. Unfortunately by then it was far too late and I 

dejectedly trudged out. 

 

Attempt four 2015 

Being a stubborn fool, still driven to complete the Ramsay Round, I set off once more on the 

weekend of Friday 26th June. My support team was Karl Gray on the first section, Lee Shimwell 

on the second and Linda Murgatroyd and Mike Wardle on the final section. 

 

At the last minute I brought the start time forward from Sat 2am to Fri 8pm to (a) take 

advantage of a window in the rain, (b) get the night section out of the way early and (c) be able 

to get to the pub afterwards, in theory! 

 

Section 1: Glen Nevis to Loch Treig (Fersit) over Ben Nevis and the Grey Corries 

Karl and I set off at 8pm up to Ben Nevis. There were surprisingly still lots of people coming 

down from the summit. I had to smile when more than one said to us “you’re almost there”. 

 



I deliberately set off not too fast – 102 minutes to the top of the Ben is a lot slower than most 

Ramsay rounds, and slower than the 94-96 minutes I’d done on previous attempts. We went 

up the zig-zag path rather than the direct line than I usually take. It’s longer on the path but 

the plan was that it would be easier on the legs. In hindsight I think the direct route is better, 

certainly quicker. 

The Ben was in snow from about 1100m, but we had no trouble finding the route to the top, or 

following a compass bearing over the snow down to the Carn Mor Dearg arête. I had allowed 

more time than normal for the arête in case it was icy, but it was fine. However the lower part 

of the descent from Carn Mor Dearg was very slippery from rain and snow-melt and I took my 

time going down there. It started to become dark as we climbed to Aonach Mor. 

Unlike on Tranters a fortnight before, the top of Aonach Beag was free of snow, so we could 

find the summit cairn, but there was a lot of snow on the far side and near the cliff edge. 

Unfortunately this snow pushed me off course – in the dark and mist I thought we were 

following the cliff edge, which is what we needed to do, but instead we were drifting west. This 

was compounded by the fact that I hadn’t switched my headtorch on until now – there was 

enough light to see the ground OK, but not enough to see my GPS watch which would have 

alerted me to being off route. I realised that we were going wrong, but the dark, mist and snow 

made it difficult to work out exactly where we were, and my watch was struggling to cope with 

the large route file. 

Contouring back on route wasn’t a big detour; however we had to cross a couple of big, very-

steep snow patches. Like most of the patches we encountered, the snow was hard-ice 

consistency and we ended up climbing above or dropping below them to proceed. In all I think 

we lost about 12 minutes from the diversion. 

Added to this, the next (very steep) descent was blocked by snow, which I had expected since 

it was the same a fortnight ago, and the route round was very slippery. As a result by the time 

we got to the fifth summit (Sgurr Chonnich Mor) we were 16 minutes down on schedule. 

At least the snow on the way into the bowl before the next mountain (Stob Choire An Laoigh) 

was at a less severe angle and helped us – we could run on it instead of over the rocks. By now, 

though, I felt that the strength/stamina I had built up over the previous months just wasn’t 

there. On the Tranters round a couple of weeks before, we had done the same mountains to 

here and I had felt good. Today I felt rubbish – no strength at all in my legs. 

I had done a lot of tough back-to-back sessions in the weekends before and then 18 hours on 

Tranters Round and even managed a 3000’ mountain climb with John Minta the morning 

after Tranters, feeling good. Why could I not feel any of that energy today? 

Since Tranters I had tapered, with 17 days of gentle running – 3 miles a day on the flat to/from 

work, or reccying and flagging Midsummer Madness routes. Perhaps that was not enough 

recovery? Perhaps it was too much? I don’t know. 

My stomach had started playing up far too early – even on the way up the Ben. It made my 

chest sometimes feel very tight and breathing awkward, but it didn’t really get any worse 

through the day, so that was OK. 

Not able to get going, and with slippery rocks, I lost more time on the long, high ridge to Stob 

Choire Claurigh and then to Stob Ban. Here I asked Karl to text Lee/Anne and tell them how 

far down we were. I said that I would be stopping at Fersit, especially when it took what felt 

like forever to get up the huge climb to Stob Choire Easain. But apparently my support team 

made a pact – that the only way they were letting me stop was if I was physically injured or 



actually ill !!! I’m very glad they did – everyone kept me going, and I would not have got round 

at all without that. 

Dawn broke on the way up Stob Choire Easain, with gorgeous light all around us. It perked my 

spirits up no end; if not my legs. 

Fersit changeover 

It was great to see Anne and Lee welcoming me in. Karl had done a brilliant job supporting on 

the hardest section of any of the 24-hour rounds. I was blessed with a great support team. 

52 minutes down on schedule, I had taken longer on this section than I had on any of my 

previous attempts. Everyone was so positive though. I was told in no uncertain terms that I 

was not giving up! 

I changed into dry clothes and had a bit of pasta, lots of peaches and some wonderful tea. Then 

set off on section two with Lee. 

Section 2: Loch Treig to Loch Eilde Mor 

It was 5:40am when Lee and I headed off on the long climb to Stob Choire Sgriodain. Lee 

seemed happy leading and navigating and I was happy to let him. We were in cloud for all of 

the high ground, and he did a great job… though he did go quiet at one point and asked me to 

check co-ordinates on my GPS. It wasn’t until afterwards that Lee told me he had had a 

paranoid thought that we were going 180 degrees in the wrong direction! 

Since leaving Ben Nevis, Karl and I had had the mountains completely to ourselves through 

the whole night; and Lee and I were also to have complete solitude for almost the entire 

morning.  

As it often is when it’s cloudy, the top of Chno Dearg was tricky to find, but we managed to 

locate it OK. Then as we came out of the cloud on the very steep descent after that munro, we 

saw off to the side there had been an absolutely huge landslip, quite recent by the look of it – 

presumably caused by all the rain and snow. Good job we weren’t around when it went. 

The split-time on the first climb was fine, but we lost quite a bit more time on the next two 

summits. Although I could do the steep climbs OK, I found that I couldn’t get going on the 

more gradual ascents, or on the descents. 

My thoughts were by now that I would like to try to get round in whatever time it took, though 

I was doubtful that I would be able to get round at all. I started to find eating difficult, which 

is unusual for me - normally I eat very well. I could nibble at bits, and had one of Lee’s gels. 

 

Lee found a brilliant route down from Beinn na Lap – the Ramsay Round map shows a route 

more to the east of the line I normally take. There are no paths on this mountain (there aren’t 

on any of the three peaks on this section), but we came to a faint vehicle track which led most 

of the way down to the valley and gained 6 minutes on the schedule – my best split time of the 

day! 



 

After Loch Treig, the track deteriorates to 

become a trod. You can’t get into a rhythm 

along here because there are so many 

little streams and bogs to cross. I knew I 

wasn’t going very quickly along here, but 

I didn’t realise I was as slow as I was – 

losing 28 minutes on the schedule. I guess 

to keep to the schedule you have to feel 

good here and be able to run it all at a fast 

pace. At least I wasn’t going as slowly as 

on my previous attempts, when I had 

stopped at Eilde Mor. 

 

Loch Eilde Mor changeover 

Again it was great to see Anne, Linda and 

Mike cheering me in. 

 

It was now midday, I had been going 16 

hours and was an hour and 35 minutes 

down on schedule. I knew that I wasn’t 

going to be allowed to stop, and didn’t want to anyway – I still wanted to get round in however 

long it took me, but also still feared that I was not going to be able to. 

No waiting around at the changeover, we all headed straight up Sgurr Eilde Mor, Anne and 

Lee carrying food for me to eat before returning back down, while Linda and Mike 

accompanied me over the Mamores. I could eat a few Pringles, peaches and raspberries here, 

but couldn’t get down more than a mouthful of the pasta. 

Section 3: Loch Eilde Mor to Glen Nevis over the Mamores 

I was on all-fours on the steep climb higher up Sgurr Eilde Mor, as I was on several of the steep 

climbs on this section. It was good to hear Linda tell me that I was bang on the split time up 

here, even though the actual time has ceased to matter so much – I was obviously not going to 

get round in 24 hours. Like earlier, the steep climbs I could do OK, it was on the more gradual 

climbs where I should have been moving quicker, or the descents that I generally lost time on. 

And I was slow on the spiny ridges too. 

Mike, presumably claiming seniority, let Linda do all the out-and-backs with me. On the first 

one to Binean Beag, he took both rucksacks up the first part of the ascent of Binean Mor to 

wait for us. But Linda had become concerned that I wasn’t eating properly. She made me sit 

down at the bottom of the climb for a couple of minutes and eat something substantial, which 

I did. Then she got us all to stop part way up Binean Mor for a better picnic. Mike and Linda 

laid out all the food on the ground, and I ate quite a bit from most of it. 

Now that we weren’t focused on a deadline of 24 hours, we could stop a couple more times for 

a picnic, a few minutes at a time and eat well – on the move I couldn’t stomach anything more 

than gels but I ate fine when we stopped. 

With good company, as I had had all night and day, the Mamores were gradually ticked off. 

Bill with his top-drawer support team: Linda Murgatroyd, Karl 
Gray, Lee Shimwell & Mike Wardle 



My right knee was suffering – I’d had occasional pain to the side of the kneecap for a few weeks 

before the attempt, but after Eilde Mor it also developed a more severe pain on the inner part 

of the knee that jarred every step. Then to cap it off I bashed my knee on a rock on An 

Gearanach with an audible crack. Mike gave me about 30 seconds to recover then told me to 

get going again! Brufen and Paracetemol dulled the pain and I did what I was told and kept 

going, still losing bits of time here and there but determined to get to the end in however long 

it took. 

 

On the way from 

the penultimate 

summit (Stob Ban) 

to the final summit 

(Mullach nan 

Coirean), it started 

to rain more 

heavily, for the 

first time in the 

day. As 

 

 Mike pointed out, 

we’d just gone past 

the 24 hour mark 

so I must have 

arranged perfectly 

for a 24 hour gap 

in the weather. 

Finally we got to 

the last top, and headed down the long, long descent. I have always found it a horrible descent, 

especially now when it’s wet and slippery. It probably took an age for me to get to the bottom, 

onto the forest track heading back towards Glen Nevis Youth Hostel. 

Once onto the track, though, I thought I would try to see if my legs could manage a decent 

shuffle/jog. Amazingly they could – having dealt with rough, uneven ground for so long, it was 

pleasant to have an even surface on which I could keep up a constant momentum. 

After finding the break through the forest from the top path to the bottom path, we came to 

Anne, Karl and Lee who had come out to meet us. There was still a fair way to go and Mike & 

Linda took a well-earned breather – walking back while I picked up the pace to try to get in 

before 10pm. To my surprise I could run at a decent pace. Karl didn’t want to get too sweaty 

in his ‘going out’ clothes ready for the evening, so he dropped off (not often I drop Karl!!!) and 

Anne and Lee ran with me on the track, final bit of forest and then road to the Youth Hostel. 

 And then I was there! Just before 10pm I touched the Youth Hostel once more, 6 minutes shy 

of 26 hours after leaving it. 

What a wonderful feeling of getting round. I wasn’t disappointed that it was not in 24 hours, I 

was just delighted to have completed it. And very grateful to my supporters for getting me to 

that point. 

Bill watching his step on the way up one of the many, many ascents 



The midges were starting to bite, so Anne drove Lee and I back down the road to pick up the 

other three and then we turned round and drove back to the lodge. Mike (how does he do it!), 

Karl and Lee went for a night on the town. I crashed out – sleeping the sleep of the just. Just 

finished. Just completely knackered. Just delighted. 

Aftermath: my right knee has been swollen and painful to move since. I’ve just started to 

take (6 days later) some Brufen to bring the swelling down and that does wonders. Perhaps I 

might even have a run soon. Not just yet though. 

Still buzzing. Still so pleased to have got round. 

Beginning to wonder about 24 hours… 



 

Done! Bill on completing a memorable round 



Charlie Ramsay Round : Bill Johnson - 26-27th June 2015 

 

  Estimated Times Actual Times previously   

    Split ETA 
Actua

l ATA Diff 
Aug1

4 
Jul1

2   

 Glen Nevis YH (NN 1278 7178)   20:00   20:00       

1 Ben Nevis (NN 1667 7128) 105 21:45 102 21:42 -3 96 94   

2 Carn Mor Dearg (NN 1774 7217) 46 22:31 45 22:27 -1 40 41   

3 Aonach Mor (NN 1930 7297) 50 23:21 51 23:18 +1 49 47   

4 Aonach Beag (NN 1970 7149) 18 23:39 20 23:38 +2 18 16   

5 Sgurr Chonnich Mor (NN 2278 7141) 55 0:34 72 0:50 +17 55 54   

6 Stob Choire An Laoigh (NN 2398 7254) 32 1:06 30 1:20 -2 30 30   

7 Stob Choire Claurigh (NN 2619 7389) 36 1:42 42 2:02 +6 36 34   

8 Stob Ban (NN 2665 7238) 31 2:13 38 2:40 +7 31 29   

9 Stob Choire Easain (NN 3079 7306) 83 3:36 100 4:20 +17 88 81   

10 
Stob a Choire Mheadoin (NN 3168 
7362) 18 3:54 21 4:41 +3 21 18   

 Loch Treig Dam (NN 3472 7717) 48 4:42 53 5:34 +5 61 53   

  Section time 8:42   9:34 (lost 52 mins) 8:45 8:17   

  Support Karl Gray             

 rest 8 4:50 8 5:42 +0 8 9   

11 Stob Choire Sgriodain (NN 3567 7438) 72 6:02 73 6:55 +1 72 71   

12 Chno Dearg (NN 3773 7410) 35 6:37 43 7:38 +8 48 34   

13 Beinn na Lap (NN 3761 6957) 75 7:52 87 9:05 +12 106 81   

 Loch Treig (NN 325 689) 59 8:51 53 9:58 -6 81 68   

 Loch Eilde Mor (NN 245 649) 92 10:23 120 11:58 +28 172 140   

  Section time 5:41   6:24 (lost 43 mins) 8:07 6:43   

  Support Lee Shimwell   
(now 1:35 
behind)       

  rest 5 10:28 0 11:58 -5     

14 Sgurr Eilde Mor (NN 2304 6578) 60 11:28 60 12:58 +0     

15 Binean Beag (NN 2215 6773) 56 12:24 60 13:58 +4     

16 Binean Mor (NN 2120 6637) 56 13:20 67 15:05 +11     

17 Na Gruagaichean (NN 2030 6520) 26 13:46 29 15:34 +3     

18 An Gearanach (NN 1876 6699) 59 14:45 67 16:41 +8     

19 Stob Choire a’ Chairn (NN 1852 6608) 25 15:10 28 17:09 +3     

20 Am Bodach (NN 1764 6510) 30 15:40 30 17:39 +0     

21 Sgurr an lubhair (NN 1649 6551) 22 16:02 24 18:03 +2     

22 Sgurr a’ Mhaim (NN 1646 6673) 32 16:34 45 18:48 +13     

23 Stob Ban (NN 1478 6543) 59 17:33 62 19:50 +3     

24 Mullach nan Coirean (NN 1225 6623) 48 18:21 45 20:35 -3     



  Glen Nevis YH (NN 1278 7178) 79 19:40 79 21:54 +0     

  Section time 9:17   9:56 (lost 39 mins) 0:00     

  Support Mike Wardle   
(now 2:14 
behind)       

    
Linda 

Murgatroyd             

                

TOTAL TIME 23:40   25:54         

                 

SUMMARY        

Le
g miles ascent ft/mile        

1 22.5 12700' 560'        

2 17.5 4800' 270'        

3 20 10000' 500'        

  60 27500' 460'        

            

  Sunrise: 04:29         

  Sunset: 22:17         

 

 

 

 
 
 
 


